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On the other side of the formal education spectrum are people  
like Brncick who say that a formal education helps give O&P 
technicians a solid foundation and helps advance the profes-
sion. He thinks all technicians should go through some sort of 
formal training so they have well-rounded backgrounds and the 
skills to work at a variety of places. “I feel the on-the-job train-
ing pathway must be eliminated in order to improve the level 
of knowledge, skill, and professionalism for technicians in the 
O&P field,” he says, adding that he thinks that the American 
Board for Certification in Orthotics, Prosthetics and Pedorthics 
(ABC) should require that every central fabrication facility and 
patient care facility that fabricates its own O&P devices have at 
least one certified technician on staff. 

One problem with on-the-job training is that it can limit the 
technician’s knowledge base, says Brad Mattear, CPA, CFo, mid-
west and national strategic account manager for Cascade Ortho-
pedic Supply, Chico, California. “If the technician has been solely 
working in the same facility, they know that method fully and suc-
cinctly; but if there are any deviations, it’s harder for that technician 
to adapt because they haven’t been exposed to other fabrication 
techniques,” he says. “Schools give the newer, non-seasoned tech-
nicians the ability to get…a wider exposure to general fabrication 
techniques, not just that facility’s way of fabricating.” 

School is also a good place for new technicians to experiment 
and make mistakes in a safe environment, Block says. In the real 
world, mistakes can slow down production and cost owners 

money. But mistakes and “scientific play” are also what help build 
problem-solving skills, she says. By attending school and making 
mistakes there, new technicians can learn from their mistakes 
without compromising business operations.

“School allows for experimentation in an environment which 
is not constrained by financial outcomes,” Block says. “We allow 
our students [to] explore their strengths and weaknesses and 
follow their decisions through, even when those decisions may 
be contraindicated in the real world.”
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WE SPECiALizE in THE FoLLoWing PRoSTHETiCS:   
Revolimb™/Revofit™ Adjustable Sockets, Smartpuck™ Socket Designs,  

Hifi Sockets, Elevated Vacuum and Upper Extremity.  
need CAD/CAM? We utilize oWW, Biosculptor, Provel and Medico Cad Systems.

If you need it made, we can do it!
Fabtech Systems is a manufacturing partner of the Revofit adjustable prosthetic socket system.

Visit fabtechsystems.com for more information 
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